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Streamline the services entitled for the Director of Academic

Affairs into a Division to improve communication and policy

development with administrators and the student body.

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP &

DECISION MAKING

Student academic success is determinant on a variety of factors,

including financial states, housing situations, and student health

and wellbeing and all of those measures need to be applicable

in basing decision-making that is transformative in students’ lives.

Providing platforms for all students to voice their concerns and

students to filter in different environmental concerns permeates a

sense of comfort and validity that all students regardless of

protective characteristic deserve to succeed.

EDUCATION EQUITY FOR ALL

A precedent held by the Director of Academic Affairs to make

sure that inclusivity is an integral factor at the university by

engaging in different projects, policies, and practices that

include everyone and showing that representation in our

committee and throughout the Student Government Association.

INCLUSIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM,

WORKPLACE, AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS



RESOURCE AND STUDENT-ORIENTED

EFFORTS

Formulate more student power and input by supplying

responsibilities within the committee that provide a path for

students to reach out to different areas that need the valuable

resources they need. Providing more student power helps

reassure students that we are working with them for them and

not for the administration.

Holding the Student Government Association accountable in

prioritizing the need for all students by being the

representatives they should in reaching out to students rather

than the other way around by improving communications to be

more student inclusive with advertising student concerns,

proceeding to be with students in their organizations, and

showing support for students in ways consistent with their

committee efforts and the positions allocated for each person. 

ACCOUNTABILITY IN

INTERCONNECTIVITY


